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Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, March 11, 1954

'Murray AAUW
Meets Here
On Sunday

CONDEMNED, DEPENDS ON HER

CLARE,.
aTenn.
la Southern e
la police today
joined Terai
(\
c, ‘. police in
seeking two tie •
eld up the
Faemers and it
Bank at
Burnpus Mills,
yesteraay
and took $6,300.
/
• The men headed toward the
Kentucky state line after the robThe Kentucky Department of Ag- bery They looted a cash box of
riculture comes up with same fig- $4,300 and took another $2.000 from
ures that are eye opening.
a cashier in the vault.
Cashier Russell Wallace said one
Here are the leading commodities of the bandits entered the bank,
produced in the state and their pointed a pistol at him and said,
"I guess you know what this is."
vielue.
The bank was robbed of $5,200 in
1950 but the bandits were later
Tobacco, over $222 milleon.
Cattle and calves, nearly $71 mil- captured.
lion
Hogs, over $64 million
Eggs. nearly $33 million
Corn, over $17 million.
Sheep and lambs, near)y $14' million.
Chickens including broiler. nearly
$10 million.
Soybeans, over $6 million.
Wheat, over $5 million.
Hey, over $4 million.

Around
MURRAY

Famed 'Fighting
ad is the famed
the photo was
tonat Soundphoto)

MURRAY POPULATION 8,000

Small Girls Are
Smuggled Out Of
East Germany

Vol. LXXV No. 60

County Jail Riot Broken
Up With Water;rearCas

By JOSEPH FLEMING
United Press Staff Correspondent
BERLIN ele - A young Harvard
By GENE BLUDEA _
even after his companions' will
graduate disclosed today he had United Press Staff Correspondent had been
broken.
smuggled the daughters of his
CHICAGO (1? - A county jail
"Let me die here," he cried as
The Murray Branch of American
German born wife to freedom from riot by 19 hard-shelled hoodlums
he fought with guards who dragged
Association of University Women
behind the Iron Curtain where was broken up by tons of fir .2 hose
him from the wrecked dayroom.
met in the Science Building at 7:30
they were being taught to hate water and volleys of tear gas
Eight of the rioters were federal
on March 7 with Mrs. Herbert
America by their grandfather, a Wednesday night-but not until the
prisoners, including a gunman soon
Halpert presiding. Mrs. W. D.
fanatic Communist leader.
rioters gave their captors a lesson to begin a 50 year bank robbery
Aeschbacher, Chairman of the InPeter Grimes. 32, of Belmont, in animal courage.
sentence at Alcatraz, and the
ternational Relations Committee,
Mass., braved the threat of arrest
'lie prisoners, including a con- entered the case today to deterwas in charge of the program.
and long imprisonment by Soviets demned murderer and an incorig- mine
what should be done with
Other panel members were Miss
in East Germany to rescue the two ible 16 year old boy, huddled under the
federal prisoners.
Ola Brock, Miss Grace Wyatt, and
girls.
blankets in the barricaded dayWarden M. Phillip Scanlan and
Mrs. David Stevenson. The topic
Grimes said in an exclusive in- room of the huge jail foe hours as
Patrick Touhy. chief of the sherfor discussion was "The Relationterview that he entered East water slammed into the cell and
iff's police, blamed the riot on
ship of the Countries of Southeast
Germany with a 10 day visa but bomb of extra strong tear gas ex-terrible overcrowding- at the
Asia" in particular Indo-China,
remained there four months while ploded almost in their facet.
jail. Its capacity is 1,303 inmates,
Burma, and Thailand with the
he and his wife won the children's
Even the picked officers storm- but it currently houses 1.976 prisUnited States. In the discussion
confidence.
ing the dayroom, a recreation oners.
some of the reasons brought out
Then Grimes risked his life by cell, were sickened or overcome
Sheriff John Babb led a squad a
for some of the resentment felt
slipping into West Berlin with the by the gas. A news photographer
nine picked men, bearing metal
by these countries toward the U.S
young girls.
walked into the room after the riot shields and gas guns and wearing
were differences in color, religion,
U. S. officials confirmed Grimes' was quelled at 9:45 p.m. and colgas masks, in the final assault that
and economics, and confusion Of
story of how he and his wife, Irm- lapsed.
crushed the riot. But before the
colonialism with capitalism.
gatd, saved the children from
murderer. Pala job was done Babb, himself, reeled
Constance Reehn ... good news. Doe Neal...prays in prison.
The doomed
Communism.
Crump, 23, who is scheduled to die back
In the business session which
from the
dayroom
area,
CONSTANCE KEEHN, 22, la showo in Sherman Oaks, Calif., preGrimes and his wife won the in the county jail's own electric
followed, the following officers
sickened by the tear gas.
By CHARLES BERNARD
paring to visit a condemned man, Don J. Neal, who awaits a firing
children over by promising to take chair May 14, screamed defence
were elected for the next two
The riot began at 2 p.m. when
The above just gives the largest United Press
aquad death in Utah State prison for the slaying of a pdliceman.
Staff Correspondent
them to a Greeory Peck movie and
years:
commodities and does not have
presietint, Miss
guards in tier G-3, maximum
Roberta
She has never seen Neal, but 12 months ago she chanced upon a
HONOLULU
aft - The
might
buy them a police dog in America.
Whitnah, and secretary, Miss Matsecurity section for the big jail's
anything to do with industry or iest nuclear explosion in
newspaper classified ad which read: "Young man in desperate
history is
Grimes had been in East Gertie Trousdale. Miss Clara Eagle
most dangarnus men, found bank
tourist trade.
situation. Proof of innocence but will die without financial aid!'
expected to take place on remote
many four months. 110 days ilwas elected vice-p.esident to fill
robber Stanley Tryanowski trying
So the ex-WAC quit her job and started efforts to help Neal. Said
Eniwetok Island in the Pacific
legally without a visa, before some
to pry loose a panel controlling cell
she on looking at his photo, 'For 12 months now I've been workWe had a vacation last weekend sometime between March 15 and out the unexpired term of Miss
Germans in the small town of NesWhitnah, the former vice-presiblocks. It was believed the prisoning to prove the innocence of a stranger. It doesn't seem possible
when all the kids visaed their 28.
became suspicious. Arrest
senheide
dent.
ers may have been starting a Jail
that at last I'm going to meet him." Neal and a woman were
grandparents.
Chairman Lewis Strauss of the
seemed near, so Grimes and his
break
stopped for questioning by Police Sgt. Owen T. Farley in Salt
Miss Lillian Hollowell. Chairman
Atomic Energy Commission is rewife fled.
Lake City. Ut., and Neal was charged with killing Farley with
Didn't do anything except sit a- ported due in the Pacific between of Status of Women. presen:ed a
West
in
the
Their safe arrival
When guards began a "shakehis hands handcuffed behind. He insisted the woman shot officer.
round the house and listea to the those dates. They roughly fit the questionaire for consideration on
with the girls, Monica. 14, and
down" of the 28 men in 0-3 to
Appeal comes up in micaldarch.
linteritalionai SoututpItoto•J
silence.
travel schedules of others known Standards and Procedures for Seyear
Evelyn, 11, ended a three
find the tool-believed to be a
or believed to be among guests lecting and Supporting Women for
campaign by Grimes and his' wife
spoon-used to pry the panel, the
The
Sharpe
Green
Devils
won
Public Office.
invited to witness the tests.
from
to get their children away
prisoners went wild
over the Clinton Red Devils 59-67
Plans were made for publicizing
Favorable weather and the ribthe Reds.
night
In
the
opening
game
of
last
Sawyer's
Treasure
the
play.
"Torn
some
highranking
guests
scenee of
They bolted for the davronm a
Mrs. Grimes' first husband was
the First Regional Tournament. recreation cell, and barricaded it
appeared to be the only factors Hunt" which the college dramatics
killed in World War II and she
Tilghman defeated Farmington in with
department is presenting on March
and
mattresses
blanket,.
delaying the test detonation.
emigrated to the United States In
the second game 96-57.
The
government
announced 19-20, sponsored by the Murray
Then they smashed 311 the furnitAmeriworking
for
the
after
1948
A Sunday School Enlargement
game
ended
AAUW.
The
Sharpe-Clinton
March 1 that the 1954 series, of
ure in the 20,by 20 room. Meancan military government headquarwin tor while, 10 of the prisoners gave .up
Representatives for the Murray program of the Blood River BapNEW YORK, Mar. 11, t.Pi--The nuclear tests had begun at- the
Griniei let a- thrilling last second
married
She
Berlin.
in
ters
tist Association, will be held at
Sharpe. The game was tied at and returned to their cells.
Proving Branch to the State AAUW meetparalyzing "fangs" have been re- lonely-Rinwetok-Bikini
one year later and her father. Paul
the Hazel Baptist 'Church
on
87-67 as the final seconds of the
moved from all three types of Grounds, which already had one of ing to be held at Mammoth Cave
stubbornly refused to
Schroeder.
The first wave of guard, cent to
Herbert March 14
game were tickine off. when F)unpolio viruses without killing the its islands wiped out by the ex- on April 2-3, are Mrs.
permit the children to leave ComThe program will begin at 2:00
A. M. Wolfson.
''A New Look Throughout the munist territory and grow up as nigan shot theball to Billy Lamp- crush the rebellion fell back deviruses. Dr. 'Albert B. Sabin, a plosion of a hydrogen device in Halpert and Mrs
Miss Clara Eagle and Miss Matte p.m. and adjourn at 3:40, p.m.
ley Lampley fired from 20 feel feated. Four guards were iniured
House" will be the subject for Americana.
leading virus scienast, announced the 1952 tests.
direst the chseussion at an adult class in
Ellatt7 tilitimshior
egat to sink two points aa the horn by • !Mower of wool:tam and "
The device to be tested this Trousdals will be delegates to the
today.
"Why swim against the tide" sounded
other articles hiirladr.So the shouthave twice Southeast Central Region biennial music with the devotior.al con- thic,simemaking open to all women in
It wiie a notable laboratory month is expected to
-Grimes said Schroeder had asked
meettng in 13tioal, Mime; on Agra- ducted- -by---De t.--WIgginton.
Sharpe led 23-15 at the end or hem -cursing rioters e
device.
school
thi-I952
Videliee
a
communIfia
the
achievement carrying the eventual
him "The future belongs to Com- the first quarter and by only three
H. C. Chiles will speak on the
The Honolulu weather bureau re- 9-10.
possibility of a safe "live virus"
The rioters barricaded in the
This class will be organized at munism Come here and live.'
subject, "The church using her
points at the half 39-36 The Red
weather
specific
discuss
fused
to
%amine which would bestow imGrimes and his wife did. They Devils came back in the third dayroom stronghold included 16.
Sunday school in winning and in- 7:30 o'clock on Tuesday evening.
Marshall Islands.
in
the
eonditions
munity to polio for many years if
March 16 and will meet 'ince a told Schroeder, a local Communist smarter to edge Sharpe 54-51 at year aid Robert Bass, a boy held
listing people for the Lord."
Other reports indicated the genernot for life.
head of the Communist the end of the three quarter time. for armed robbery. Among the
After a roll call Of churches by week for ten weeks. Meetings will power and
Southwest Pacific area was getal
ringleaders were Al Bartkua, a 21
However, Dr, abin said his decooperative organization for
The game was tied up 60-60 as
Rev John W. Kloss, Rev. Buren' be held in the Murray Training run
ting rain Wednesday. with prevailthey
year old tough charged with bank
region,
fanged live viruses were far from
Oranienburg
School home economics depart- the
the three minute rule went into
Iiicherson will give a talk on the
ing west winds.
being ready to inject into humanment_
wanted to visit East Germany in effect after Jerry Turner sank a robbery Tryanowski, the man far
vacation
Bible
It has been generally accepted
school.
Rev.
Kloss
Mrs. Kelly Woods will have a
there,
frig a 50 year term on the "Rock'
beingtelsor one thing, he couldn't
The discussions will be led by ithe hope of settling down
field goal. Shortly thereafter Turthat previous nuclear tests in the shower at her horns. at 1101 Poplar will speak on the cradle roll and
be positive they wouldn a regain
with the ner put Clinton ahead with a foul was a ringleader.
intervened
Miss
Inez
Schroeder
Haile,
home
I
when
only
economics
conducted
were
Pacific
Street. Murray. for the family of extension department of the Suntheir paralyzing virulence.
teacher. There will be no eharge Russians and got his daughter nmi shot. A goal and a foul sho- put
northeast trade winds weroe blow- her sister. Mrs. J.
Joe Mastruzo. a photographet
Bonner, on day school.
The experimental polio v'accine
Soviet visas so they Sharpe ahead again 63-61.
:leercome
with
usually
ing. They
Rev. Leonard Cole, T. L. Camp- for the class The home economics son-in-law
for the Chicago American. a
Tuesday night, March 16
Such
Zone
with which 500,000 to 1.000.000
Soviet
the
enter
girls
will
be
could
responsible
for
of
the
end
the
ing weather toward
Barrett foul. I out for Sharpe Hearst newspaper, collapsed from
The Bonners home and con- bell. and M. M Hampton will also
ae hoot children will be vaccinated March and continue into April and
nursery at the class meetings.
visas normally are extremely dif- and Turner hit, two for Clinton to what was apparently ei heart attents were recently destroyed by make addresses.
eerly this spring, uses viruses Meiy.
The lesson topics are as follows: ficult for Westerners to obtain.
tack caused by the tear gas A
The program is in chafee of a
tie the game up again.
fire with nothing being saved. Mr.
which have been "killed" •chemioe
March 18, Let's Talk About Color
,
was
reporter
The giant 836 bombers which, and Mrs Bonner have two sons, committee composed of Rev. T
Once in the zone at Schroeder'
Tribune
Chicago
a
minute
ally, with formaldehyde.
In
Grimes
little
over
The
just
a
Home.
With
the
from ages one and three. The family G. Shelton, Buren
indications
to
according
borne in Nassenheide.
credited with perhaps saving his
Richereon, and
March 23, What's New In Cur- made it plain they were out to win to play Harper put Sharpe ahead life by giving him artificial respirThese "killed" viruses cannot, Washington, would be used to
between
Pottertown
arid John W. Kloss.
lived
tains And Draperies.
give anyone a case of polio, either make America's first H-bomb drop
with a goal and Lamoley :aided a ation immediately
back the children.
Concord.
March 30, New Tricks With Old
point with a foul shot.
paralytic or non-paralytic. The have not been seen in Hawaii.
Furniture
question is whether "Med" virHowever. the 836's have a nonBohn hit a field goal for Clinton
April 6, Are Floor Coverings
uses can bestow immunity and, if stop flying range of some 40,000
and Dunniran got one of twee ,shots
Your Problem
so,
much immunity and for miles and could easily bypass HaIn make the score 67-65 for/Sharpe.
April 13. Big Ideas For a Small
how long.
waii.
Frankfort, Ky -Contractors have House.
Dr. Sabin, lecturing the CichiFeatherston of Clinton made two
been invited by the State DepartApril 22. Best Buys In Home
gan Clinical Institute in Detroit,
of the foul shots after being fouled by
SG
No
Chapter
Murray
The monthly Calloway County ment of Highways le bid on a Furnishings.
indi'cated that in his Ikcientelic
- American Veterans has Dunnigan. which tied the ame up
Youth Rally will be held Satur- construction project in Calloway
April 27, Is Your Kitchen Con- Disabled
view, the ihnnunity woulu‘not be
LEXINGTON
nr - Kentucky
67-67 Lampley's last second goal
DAV
of
circle
honor
the
joined
day night March 13. at the Memo- County_
Bids
will be
opened venient And Attractive.
reliable nor long-lived.
the game for Sharpe.
basketball
coach Adolph
Rupp.
Chapters throughout the nation decided
rial Baptist Church. A team from March 26
May
4,
Problem-I
Need
More
• His scientific view is that only Wednesday's complete record folfeeling much better but till in bed
in being awarded a national "Q"
Campbellsville College will be in
Projects planned are- 9.7 miles Storage Space
game of the night it recuperating from a
last
the
In
living viruses can produci a truly lows:
Fairies of heart
surpasscharge of the meeting. The serv- of bituminous surface and base
May 11, The Lighting Situation citation for teaching and
was Tilghman all the way. Tilgh- attacks, said today "the world will
_ 25
effective vaccine for use in human
Emergency Beds
ices will begin at 7:30 and every- widening on the Murray-Mayfield In Your House,
ing its membership quota of_ 25 man held a 31-9 lead at the end of
never know who is the real na-.beings. He is the number one
1
Patients Admitted .
one, especially the young people. Road from the WCL of Murray to
Learn
May 18, Let's
About for 1953-54.
the first ouarter and 48-29 lead at tional champion this year"
--_. "live vii us" scientist in a scienti2
Patients Dismissed
are urged to attend.
the Graves County Line.
Farmington was outclassFlower Arrangements
half
the
0
c controversy.
New Citizens
A congratulatory message was
Rupp suffered three heart ated for the whole game by the his
.
The number one "killed virus"
Patients admited from Monday
received here today by chapter
Tilghman squad and was rin the tack.; Tuesday night after his Ken1951 KENTUCKY AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS
an, Dr. Jonas Salk, of the Una 5-00 p.m. to Wednesday Noon:
officials from National Commandemail end of a 96 57 score as the tucky team finished an unbeaten
•
Mrs. Jay L. Miller and baby
CALLOWAY COUNTY
ersity of Pittsburgh's School of
er Howard W. Watts of Indiana- horn sounded
season and won the Southeastern
chapter
the
Medicine, who
developed
polis who commended
the boy. 1203 Poplar St., Benton; Mr.
Conference title by defeating Lou1950
Census Land Area, Square Miles
407
quolulled virus" vaccine with which Courtney C. Starks, 600 Broad Ext.
membership on achieving its
isiana State. The school then wrh1950
Census
Number
Farms
2,746 ta. The DAV nationally ia out to
the children are going to be vacci- Murray; Mr. Owen Futrell, Rt. 2,
drew from the NCAA tournament
neted, will make a detailedreport Murray:; Mrs.* Joseph B Adams, Average Size of Farm
76.1 acres pass the 200.000 mark and break
because three of its senior stars
or his experiments with human Hazel; Mrs. Cecil Lyons, Rt. 3, Acreage in Farms
209,102 its national record for the 13th
had been declared ineligible for
beings before the New Orleans Dover. Tenn.; Miss Cynthia Fut- Acres in Cropland
141,759 consecutive year
NCAA play
Cr aduate Medical Asserntly to- rell. Rt. 4, Murray; Mrs. Ciarence Acres in Pasture
52,361
In his message from DAV naNewton, Rt. 1, Benton, Master
night.
Rupp has been confined to bed
in Cincinnati,
Carl Miller, Rt. 1, Almo: Mr. LuYield
ever since, but was chipper enough
Farm Value tional headquarters
Commander Watts said; ,
Crops
this mornine to say he "felt no
ther Shaw, Model, Tenneseee.
Acres
Per Acre Production
(dollars )1
Corn, (bu)
34,800
William Breford Miller, age 43, bitterness whatsoever," about the
32.5 1,131,000
1,979,000
"Your Chapter. is to be comsituation, even though his team
House Approves Twit
Tobacco (All Types) (lbs.) 4,315
991 4,625,000
1,654,874 mended for this outstanding ac- passed away yesterday at 5:30
By I rated Press
Murray route was denied a chance for a nationAmendments To Constitution
home
on
Wheat, (bu.)
his
at
p.m.
2,850
14.0
only
DAV
is
the
hievement.
The
39,900
85,000'
had been in allKealth al title
Soybeans, (bu.) ......
150
17.5
2,600
7,200 organization in the nation whose three_ He
FRANKFORT Ift - The House Alfalfa Hay, (tons)
his back' about
KENTUCKY-Occasional rain likebroke
since
he
50
"We will never know how great
1.45
70
2,000 sole purpose is assisting disabled
ly tonight. Low 40 to 45. Friday, today approved a proposed amend- Clo.-Tim. Hay, (tons)
veterans,r their widows and de- five or six years ago. with the this team really was." Rupp said
1,850
1.10
2,040
58,500
being
death
windy and milder with showers ment to Kentucky's constitution
his
of
c-ause
immediate
strong
pendents. Only through
in a telephone conversation from
Lespedeza Hay, (tons)
10,520
1.30
13,680
343,000
and chimer of scattered thunder- which would abolish the fee sysorganizatipn of disabled veteran. apolexy.
his bed "It is almost impossible
tem of paying prosecuting atMrs.
storms.
his
wife
He is survived by
Number On Farms
can we make our voices heard and
to believe that these boys have
Farm Value
torneys.
--—
Livestock
protect the nation's rehabilitation Elsie Miller of Murray route come through a Lough 23 game
January 1, 1951
(dollars)
The measure now goell to the
three; his son. James Miller: and schedule without a single defeat
TEMPERATURES
12,000
Senate If it wins final approval All Cattle and Calves
1,440,000 program, foc_its war handicapPer-High Yesterday
Ae sister, Mrs_ Edna Robinson of We are very happy"
68
.....
6,150
the amendment would appear MI Milk Cows
984,000
Generally speaking, ' American the county.
Low Last Night __
ae
... .....
the 1955 general election ballot, Hogs and Pigs
10,900
294,300 veterans who have been wounded, He was a member of the Sugar Rupp said he was feeling en
LAKE STAGES
probably with an amendment to Sheep and Lambs
630
15,600 gassed or iniured or disabled while Creek Beattie Church The fune- much better that he still plans tri
Yesterday
Tonight
do away with property taxes on
serving in the armed forces of ral will be held at the Russill to to Kansas City next week to
Observed Change To
household furniture approved by Farm Facilities
the United States in America's
,Methodist Church this af- act as coach of an All-Star team
Biation
At 6 a.m. Midnight the House
Telephones
......
•
•
•
.
yesterday.
............. ...... ......
•
940 wars, are eligible for DAV mena ternoon -at 4'00 pm with Rey. in a Shrine charity game. He is
Savannah
'3561 Fluct.
Both amendments are expected Electricity
•
2,005 bertha) This P
includes. James 0 Wrirht and Pay. Norman a part potentate of the Lexinsai
Perryville
3M 4 Rise a.4 to come up in the
Senate for
Tractors
Shrine
565 in addition to World War I dis- Culpepper officiating
Johnsonville
354 3 Steady vote next week
Milking Machines
75 abled veterans, those who have Burial will be in the Fawcett The Kentucky coach said that
Scotteritehugh
354.1 Steady
The Senate Otte morning ap- Grain
Combines
75 served in the armed forces at -me Cemetery
Eggratrai Ferry
354 2 Steady proved a
after the Kansas City rame March
proposed
amendment
Kentucky H. W, _
3342 Rise 01 that would lower the voting ask. Corn Pickers
40 time between December 7. 1941, The J H. Churchill Funkier.] 22, he and Mrs Rupp plan to ro
Pickup Balers
Kentucky 'I'. W. .._ 306 9 Rise 0.7 to 18 years in Kentucky.
30 and the conclusion of the- Koran Home is in charge of arrange- to Florida for "a long rest the
cam pa i go.
mente.
doctors say I must have"
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Big Nuclear
Explosion
Is Planned

Tilghman And
Sharpe Win
In Regional

Sunday School
Program Planned
For Sunday

Paralyzing Fangs
Of Polio Virus
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Adult Classes
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Today's Sport Patade

KAIOW YOUR Rile/NO-

Five to 700 acres of strawberny
plants will be set ip Ma..eli in
southeastein counties of Kentucky,
according to reports of county
agents. It is behei 'the acreaaal
will be sufficient 1W lure one or
niore processing plants.

Sneered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, foe transmission aa
fly OM AR tRALEY
Second Class Matter
United Preis Sports Writer
‘IP
TEE ISINTIICKY PRESS ASSOCIATION
In Pulaski county, farmers have
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES. WALLACE WITMER CO.
13611
NEW YORK. Mar. 11. itP-Frank little over the 6 tee. 3 Inches" at ordered .r.ough plants to set about
Monroe- bleaspisfa, Tenn.; 280 Park Ave. Now York; 307 N. Michigan
Say), eveCybody's All-Amuriciii which he is billed, gets a kick out 100 acres, and theie are now about
Ave.. Chaeage;
adystos Sts Edon.
on the basketball court tnis sKi- of the way he -failed" to make a, many acres of old Stanek in
son, was glad today .that the giory the grade at the University of. the county, Farm Agent Hugh
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. By Carrier in Murray. per week r5e. pat
Hurst reported. Fourteen comride. was over:
Kentucky basketball foundry. A"
1 411 ‘'
5c
Ca""*-Y &ad"
)).
"
"
1 4 munt4est Ps' Y"r• as* •Ima
"It's been a great thrill all the dolph Rupp, coach of Kentucky, munity meetings were held to see
where, $510.
"es- hat farmers thought about pr
way.- explained the kid from Ken- doesn't hoot minis( but this was
dueller berries. Ice cream companWe reserve the right to riled ens Advertising. Letters
to the Editor. tucky who rewrote all the coil
one time he missed, the boat.
- ies. batiks, and other
W Public Voice items which in our optaiaa are nut for the bed inters&
interests
scoring records' but lye got
"I went down to taocington to helped in the promotion.
d
readers.
to get to work to help my family.••
see about enrolling." Selvy mused,
Furman Univeisity at Greenville But
Probably 300 acres will be set
THUSSDAY, MARCH 11, 19$4
Rupp gave me a sort of
seile_na sorry _ta _see
_
brush oft, telling me to come back In Laurel county, and plans Cali
Because Franklin Delano Selvy, later."
for 1.000 acres by 1960. Promotional meetings %vele Leld in 24 camholtored Wednesday as the best
At that tune. Frank, who had
thunities. A processing plant seems
player to appear in New York thee- been
an all-state high school
assured. The possibility of a milseason. put the Purple Paladins on player laughed.
"1 guess they didLedger & Times File
lion dollar strawberry industry is
the basketball map.
n't think I would.'
talked for the county.
But the handsome, modest young
March 11, 1949
He did, indeed.
Ben Creech, Laurel county farmItirray's Girl Scout Patrols to celebrate the thirty- man from the little r ulroad town
For in his e..reer at Furman he er, told County Agent M. C. Grifof Corbin. Ky.. hae been sweating
seventh birthday of the organization on Saturday.
out his responsibilities. Except fur scorcl flare points, one game. one fin. "Strawberries are equal to
Robert M. Lamb was elected the president of the Mur- one brother. be is the eldest of a season and total, than any other tobacco. as a cash crop."
Don Sparkman, another Laurel
family of nine children. The father plzyer who ever performed on a
ray Rotary Club at the regular meeting held at the
county man. said, "I_ _have made
Wo- is unable to work
ma,en
tr
because of inman's Club House yesterday.
as high as $1.500 an acre from
jura-s sufiered in an accident in ••• The nice part is that it left him
strawberries."
Mrs. Mary Jane Compton, age 79. passed away
untouched
.
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nice,
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young
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James Dulhain. London. 4-11
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Not wily that, club boy, made 6313 from a foultii
Murray State's baseballers will play seventeen games kids.
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doesn't think he is the best ot an acre of berries.
Frank, who wears his brown
this spring according to Coach Carlisle Cutchin
.
Helen McFadden, 4-H clue sin,
hair in a brush cut, has his path player in the Selvy family.
The Lions Club Wives entertained their husband
sold $537 _worth of strawaerries
s with all figured out.
"My next younger brother will
from a quarter of an acre.
a party at the Woman's Club House Tuesday
' "I'd like to give pro basketball
be a real good one." he glowed.
night.
In McCreary county a large
a try." says the Southern sharp.
Mrs. Melus Linn entertained the members of
"He's in high school, only 16
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part of the new acreage will, be
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and he's averaging betand Crafts Club at her home Wednesday
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tither
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an
incident
which
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won't be any liner as a man.
23; Jackson. 25, and Clay 10.
is typical of a young man with
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hirer family worries.
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'rho tinting of soils, lung practiced in growing certain crops, can
be overdone, according to researcn
at the University of Kentucky
Agricultural Experiment Station.

The investigation of the role of
the so-called minor elements in
crop Production, begun several
years ago, was expanded and made
more
effective... when, in
1931,
—11Ceeneland Foundation, Lexington
made a grant of $25,000 a year for
10 yeast to the departments of
agrono.ny, animal husbandry and
animal pathology. These departments now are cooperating in a
project designed to do research
work in the role of trace or
scarce elements in crop production
and in the feeding values of crops.
Placing Judges always number three. They post the order of
Also being investigated is the efthe first four horses across the finish line. They also
fect nf these trace elements on
endeavor to
record the fifth and sixth horses whenever possible.
animal nutrition and animal disMutuel pay-offs are on the first three positions 6u+ purses
eases.
are
divided between +he owners of the first four horses. In case of doFollowing are some conclusions
qualification the fifth and sixth Ivories may go "in the money."
already reached:
As an aid to Placing Judges, nearly every track has a photo1. Oyerliming of soil tends to
finish camera. Each finish is photographed, but
decrease minor element availabiliphotos are called
for by the Placing Judges only in close finishes-a
ty. This does not mean that limhalf length or less
between horses. Because of the hazard of possible
power failures, the
ing should not be done.i
photo-finish camera is not likely •ver to replace Placing Judges.
2. As ailable soil minor-el:s.rnent
An illustrated booklet containing interesting facts
content varies with the season:.
on racing will
be sent free upon request to Keenelsod Race Course, Lexington,
decreasing from spring to summer
K y.
to autumn. Soil moisture content
alai affects minor element content.
3 Available minor-element content varies considerably aniong
STEPS TO FOLLOW
various parts of the state, being
highest at Berea and lowest lit
I. Brown meat on both sides in small
Lexington.
amount of fop.

Lily Safety Detectives bo

-I guess at was the night my
whole family CARe up to see me
play.- he grinned. -That night
scored IOU points--id you could
hear the kids yelling all the way
back in Kentucky. It re.•Ily felt
great to make good in front of
the folks.'
Se:vy. who admits to hing -a

• LIMING OF SOILS
MAY BE OVERDONE

A report of the station says too
much lime tends to interfere with
the beneficial action of elements
found in the soil in small quantities, such as copper, zinc, nickel,
cobalt and manganese. Howevec,
this does not mean that liming
should not be done. It is over,
liming that should be avoided.

Five Years Ago Today

To Work To Cut Fatalities

TH.URSDAY, MARCH 11, 1954

MORE STRAW /SSRRIES
SOUTHEAST AREA

Meat—An Easy Guide

2. Season with salt and pepper.
3. Do not cover.
.4. Cook at moderate t•mp•rature
until
done, turning occasionally.

6. Remove

from pan and serve at

once.

CUTS TO USE
BEEF:ThinRib.Club,Tenderloin FRESH RORK: Thin
Shoulder
(filet mignon), T-bone. Porter- Steaks,
and Loin Chops, Ten'
house, and Sirloin Steaks; Patties. derloin, Rib
Patties.
VEAL: Arm,Shoulder,!Sirloin and 4.467414-troo 0$1
1
:4a.a

Her 102nd Birthday
. .

Fir and Pine Framing and
Finish
Kurfee Paints, Galvanized
Roofing, Asphalt Roofing
Doers and Windows, Sheet
Rock and Hardware, Screen
Wire.
- SYKES BROS. LUMBER
COMPANY

._444,410
,
04)88Asev..GassmagAd Zd

SMOKED PORK: Slices orllarn,

IF YOUR INSURANCE COSTS TOO MUCH

. REMEMBER...
Policyholder DIVIDENDS can
• ••

ato

'• •

a

1

4.1e.:.;•*1

•

. 111199V3PV

SAVE owners of select property
20% on insurance costs . . .

I

• MONEY-SAVING DIVIDENDS can be returne
d because of the care
with which you maintain your home. Most
losses occur in poorly maintained properly. This practice of insuring
only the best property enables Indiana Lumbermens Mutual Insurance
Company to provide the
p.
strongest protection at lower co.st.
•

11

o

a company that is owned by its policyholders.
stockholders.
It's

they

There are no

Because of this, only the policyholders receive the dividends. Since 1897 the Indiana
Lumbermen& has returned dividents (never
less than 20' to the owners of select dwel-

Bcrk Robberies

SENATOR VISITS REP. ROBERTS
•

ling property.

Why Pay $5..,
When $4 Buys
The Same?

UN.
SMILEY BURNETTE RETURIA TO THE CAPITOL
THEATRE

What more can insurance do for you but
pay he loss fully and promptly? The
policies are standard and the same_the
law requires this. Why should you pay
for the stockholder's dividend_when you
can save 20c'r of every insurance dollar
by receiving a policyholder's dividend?

•
\

e

• Alltb,
m

WHY NOT GET A DIVIDEND ... and save
20e on your Dwelling
Insurance . .. when everything is the same
but the Cost?

•
11EINARD LACIAlltlahmel, called
the "lunch hour bank robber,"
I.. shown after his arrest in Fort
Wayne. bid. where he admitted
nine bank robberies in Indiana
and the east with loot totaling
$160.000._ ,Among robberies admitted by LeClair, 31, is that of
the New Britain National bunk.
Kensington. Conn, which will result in Lawrence D. Howley being freed from ppson. Howley
v,as sentenced toll/ years for I A .
Clair's clinic
ifelereafseeaL

Wilson Insurance& Real Estate Agency
303 Last Main Street

•
MP. KINMETH A. ROSINS (D), Alabama. one of the five coneieseinsn &het by Puerto Mean extregiists. is visited In
Washtnetoo by Senator Lister Hill (1)). .iLL14frirna,
int•rno t Wool)

Smiley Burnette_who kept hundreds and hundreds of
movie fans laughing continuously far 30 minutes during
his personal appearance at the Capitol last Monday__
returns to the screen Friday and Saturday with Cene
Anon-, no "On Ton Of 411.4
"

Phone 842

Murray, Kentucky
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liming of *oils, long practicgrowing certain crops, can
terdoire. according to researcn
tie University of Kentucky
ultural Experiment Station.
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report of the station says too
lime tends to interfere with
ieneficial action of elemeres
in the soil in small quantisuch as copper, zinc, nickel,
t and manganese. Howevee
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d not be done. It is over.
g that should be avoided.
investigation of the role of
ro-called minor elements in
production, begun several
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1931,
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THE MAN in the middle, wearing the soft felt hat, Is Harry rrumiut, former President., out for
a morning stroll In New York. All that crowd around him 1. 14 police, extra precautions taken in
view of the shooting of five congressmen in Washington by Puerto Rican Nationalises. In 1950,
(International)
members of the same Nationalist party attempted to assassinate Truman.

kvailable minor-element convaries considerably anions
is parts of the state, being
• at Berea and lowest et
gton.

and Pine Framing and
Finish
'ee Paints, Galvani*ed
ing, Asphalt Roofing
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1.488-Pumaucericatql,Ed
THREE WITNESSES at the turnpike murders trial of John Wesley ileable in Greensburg. Pa.„ are
alio.vn at lunch counter during their day of testifying They are (from left) Leora Crlasey, 22,
"telio "went with" nable in Cleveland in 1953 and testified about seeing hie gun, her mother and
stepfather, Jain Jandura.
(international Sounciphoto)
•

•
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"Help Yourselves To Health"
will be the 1951 theme of the
Fourth Annual Kentucky Rural
Health Conference, sponsored by
the Kentucky Rural Health Council, to be held at the Kentucky
Hotel in Louisville. March 10 and
11.
The announcement was made by
Walter L. O'Nan, M.D., Henderson. chairman of the Kentucky
Rural Health Council, who urges
everyone interested in the elevation of the state's rural health
standards to attend.
Headlining a program of some
twenty speakers will be Keen
Johnson, former governor who is
at present vice-president of Reynolds Metals Company, discussing.
"Health Is Everybody's Business,"
at the rural health banquet, during
the evening session. Wednesday,
March 10.
"We are extremely hrpeful of
topping last year's record conference attendance which included
representatives from 71 counties,"
Dr. O'Nan said. He indicated that
an effective, far reaching program
for rural health calls for a high
level of voluntary cooperation by
farm organizations, public health
officers, parent and teacher group/,
medicine, and all other community
groups interested in good health.
Another prominent guest speaker will be F. R. Willsey
Lafayette, Indiana, who will appear
on
a symposium on "Farm and
Home
Safety." Mr. Wil'-ey will speak
from wide experience as
Farm

Enjoy greater foot comfort!

gireepogyon

'STRETCH**
SOCKS

use of the care

n poorly main 4111
it property en-

No pressure,

114 Pit/C1,1%.

o'00
$2.95
COMPLETE
READY-TO-HANG
IPA tir- Atte

VENSTIAN BLINDS

•
•

*••—

lir •NerlorNalamomio-er--

24 to 36

inch widths

64 inches long
ittatoodaCgasi of World War H is this scene snowing
5th Infantry division men fording a channel into the Rhine river
Dub. They are on maneuvers in West Germany Rivers are
h
(Internatoonai)
sod in winter and summer for maneuvers.

Safety Specialist at the Extension
Division of Purdue University. H
will be ably assisted by two University of Kentucky faculty members, Charles A. Walton, Louisville,
of the College of Pharmacy; Ida
Hagman, Leitington. Extension Di
vision of the College of Agriculture; along with Horace Cleveland
Pleasureville, Henry Courty farm
leader.
The program wilt also include
discussions on such topics as voluntary health insurance, nursing
medical
scholarships,
A committee from the Jackson shortages,
and how these eau similar matters
Purchase
Chiropractic
society, may be handled through local
headed by Dr. M. W. Tonnemacher,
rural health cr
Paducah, will appear before
the
Paducah Association of Commerce
next Monday and ask that bode
to
"go slow-- in pushing
fluoridation
of Paducah's water supply.
The action came after a discussion of the fluoridation preolerti
Saturday night at the Jackson Pen-chase
Chiropractors Association
meeting in the National Hotel in
Murray.
Dr Tonnemacher. who is president of the professional association
said the efficacy of fluorine its an
entire city water supply has not
been proven and in the case of
many individuels can be laositivele
harmful.
-We are asking the Association of
Commerce to take the fluote3ealion
Drolrcl .01! their agenda for ,this
year", Tonnernacher said. ,'until
fluoridation studies are -chi:warted
and 'its vitae as a male • nudiferifent is established or &sprach.
We have no objection loss Wscsician or dentist prescribing 'fluorine
for an individual patient hut we
do not believe the whole community should be subjected to a mass
medication of questionable value."

Go Slow On
Fluoridation
Says Society

'KES BROS. LUMBER
COMPANY

00 MUCH

Rural Health
Meet To Be
March 10-11

rali stre

H. D. PLASTIC TAPE

On Kentucicv
Farms

OTHLR LENGTHS AND WIDTHS AVAILAIIII

I. 2

FEATURES...

county
While some Harrison
farmers will raise a •fth more
turkeys than they had last year,
the increase for the county is
expected to be cons lerably less
than 20 percent.
Farmers in Pulaski county will
set at least 21 re.res of straw•
berries, or enough to have a processing plant.
Improved mall boxes and roadside beautification will be encouraged this year by the Adair county extension advisory colt= - tee.

Attractive Style ... Neat, C0fiflwoce • • •
No Exposod Parts ...Easy to Install,..
Steel Slats with Baked -On Durolastic
Finis* ... Plastic

Cord
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kW. by doe raalrers OF Serf Roos Vopa•Mor 04;41;
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ONE SIZE FITS ANY FOOT (10-14)
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NI well este all ever **Mild try on a bodice treat
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bow tie collar. Sizes 14%
to 22%.
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filft, stretchable
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Tons bends of embroidery ma
from shoulder to heat lino of
lite *sot collared all Ryles
charmer Sizes 14°c to 2214

NYLON
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You have never known such a perfect fit . . . like a soft
glove! They stretch as you put them on. Then the yarn relaxes
to fit every curve of your leg or foot. No pressure ... no binding
.. . no garters . . . never slide down.
Long wearing, quick drying. All popular colors in darks
Old pastels. Also whites. Choose froin our assortment of clocks,
koniet ribs, and motif designs.

R. L. WADE

BELK - SETTLE CO.

14104-co

PITIR R. GRAGIR (top), of Levittown, N.Y. tolls the Senate Investigations subcommittee In Washington, that he belonged to a Communist cell while employed at the
Federal Communications Laboratory In Nutley, NJ., from 1945 to
1930. He identified Frank McGee
(bottom), of Monroe, La., as the
alleged cell'. "education director."
Taking the stand. McGee refused
to confirm or deny this charge
but heatedly insisted he had not
recently been a "paid organiser."

C.
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WOMEN'S PAG

ClakNews Activities
Weddings Locals

Jo Burkeen, Editor... Phone 55 or 1150-

......

The entertainment will vie with
the style snow as an attraction at
"Yasmonata to be presented by
the lounger Woolens Department
of the Mayfield Woman s Clue
Friday evening March 12, at eight
High
.- rnetoetz--a4-4ba.---lesenisZsa
School auditorium.
An outstanding program. consisting of a variety of nu:Lures tor
the entertainment of all members
of the family, will lee featurea
along with Use showing of the latest fashions in women a and candien's clothing' andfurniture. Vocal and instrumental numbers and
comedy skits will be included on
the program, a higalight ot whiih
will be the mu.sic of Neal buddard. talented organist.
Spring styles in nuts, dresses.
coats, formals and swim sloes will
be modeled with beautitully coordinated acceseories in elaborate
stage setting representing an exclusive dinner club Fashi.ns commentator will be Mrs. Fran Finks.
Tickets will be 75c fei adults
and 35c fog children. They may be
obtained from members of the department or at the door. Mrs. Jask
Williamson and Mrs. Conrad Carroll are co-chairmen of the arrangements committee.
-Fasionata- 'will be sponsored
by the department instead of tne
luncheon-style show hell at the
Mayfield Golf and CounUy Club
for the last two spring seasons.
Only a limited number t,f tickets
could be sold for a luncheon
showing, due to the seating capecity. and it .
,was decides, to enlarge the allair to. matte tickets
available to a larger auseenee.
The fashion shoes- neij previously have been h.ghly successful,
ana every effort Is bring made to
make this years preseatation even
, more popular with a larger number of meolsante represented in
"thi-e which will be of interest to men,
women gnu children alike.

SOCIAL CALENDAR
Wives Club will have r dinner
Thursday, March It
The West Hazel Homemakers meeting at the Guest house at
Club will meet with Mrs. Bob six o'clock.
• • • •
Moore at ten o'clock.
• • •.
The Penny Homemakers Club
The Wesleyan Curie of WSCS will meat with Mrs. Alton Coke
of First Methodist Church will at ten-thirty o'clock.
• • • •
mset at the Student Center at
Tuesday. March It
seven-thirty o'clock.
• • • •
Circle 111 of WSCS of TIM
The Amencan Legion Auxiliary Methothst Cnurch will meet with
will meet at the Legion Hall at Muss Maitre Troutdale at twoseven o'clock. All members are thirty o'clock. Mrs. T. Rafe JOdile
will be the program leader.
urged to be present.
• • • •
• • • •

STEPS TO FOLLOW
1. Season with salt and pepper.
2. Place meat fat side up on rock in
open roosting pan.
3. Insert meal thermometer.
4. Do not odd water. Do not cover.
Do not baste.
5. Roast in slow oven-300*et°350°F.
6. Roost to desired degree of doneness.

-men • a. -serseverivese

The Music Department of the
Wooamen Circle Grove 1211 will
meet at the Woman's Club House Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the club house at seven-thirty
at seven-thirty o'clock..
• • • •
o'clock.
• • • •
The Five Point Mission Circle
The Christian Women's Fellowwill meet with Mrs. Herne-in Jones
ship of the First Christian Church
at three o'clock.
• • • •
will meet at the church at twoThe Yung Matrons Group of thirty o'clock.
• • • •
e Memor al Hapthe %VMS
The Dorcas Class of the First
meet with Mrs.
1203 Poplar, at Baptist Church will meet at the
home of Mrs. Ben Trevathan at
seven-thirty o'clock.
• • • •
Friday. March 12
The. Woman's Missionary Society
The Advisory Council of the of the First Baptist Church will
Homemakers Clubs will meet in meet at the church at two-thlfty
the Extension Service Office at o'clock.
one-thirty o'clock.
• • • •
The Sunbeam Band of the First
The Murray High School Mother Baptist Church will met at the
Singers will rehearse at one-thirty church at two-forty-five o'clock.
o'clock in the Murray High School
• • • •
auditorium.
March 17
Wednesday,
• • • •
The J. N. Williams chepter of
The South eturrav HOtnemakers the UDC will meet with Mrs.
Club will meet with Mr
Henry Ralph McCtuston s4 two-phirty
Hargis at one-thirty o'clock.
o'clock. Mis. A. F Doran will be
.• • /
the cohostess.
nes.y.
Junior Grove 9 of the Woodmen
Circle will meet in the Woodmen
Hall at two o'clock.
• • • •

tist, Church
James Chil
seven-thirty o'c

Mrs. Ortis Key Opens
Her Home For Meeting"
Of Pottertown Club

Foundational Class Of
)'irst Baptist Church
Has Meeting Tuesday
Mrs Wayne Geurin was hostess
for Use first 'octal held by the
Fuunaauolial
organised
newly
Sunday Senora& class of tne First
Baptist Church held at her home
on South Eighth Street ltetended
on Tuesday evening at seven-thirty o'clock.
The guest devotsonal speaker
for the evening was Mrs. Myrtle
J. Wall. She used as her theme
for her interesting and inspirational talk. "A Firm roundation."
Mrs. James Marion Churchill,
presideet presided at the meeting.
Mrs. Edgar Shirley is te..cher of
the class.
Refrestunents were served by
the officers of the class. Thom
present were Mrs. Gene Geurin,
Mrs. John Neal Purdom. Mrs. Joe
B. Littleton, Mrs. Barbara King
Mrs, James Mason Churchill, Mrs.
John Bowker, Mrs Wayne Geurin.
Mrs, Myrtle J. Wall and Kra Edgar Shirley.

• • • •
Lynn Grove Homemakers
Have Family Night. At
The School Building

The Lynn Grove Homemaker!,
Club, met at the school building
Friday fpr an evening of fun and
entertainment.
Luck Burt very aley auctioned
off the pies that were brought by
the ladles A potluck supper was
enjoyed by the members and their
families and some visitors
Games music and a panel discussion were the featuhie of the
entertainment
with Um. Mary
Chambers and Jim Scott winning
the prizes

'Roulette Fatal

.
Tr"
..
"
The Ann: Waters Circ12. of WSThe home of Mrs. Ortis Key seas
CS of First Methodist Church will the scene of the meeUnz of the
meet tali Ilirt Carrie McKeel at 1 Pottertown Hernemakers Club Mid
Teneney aftern000 at ene-thutp• • • •
o'clock.
, Mrs. Key gave the devotion andMeeting
The T 'anti Wemen's Clau
the thought for the month.
the F.rn Baptun Church will ;
Makes A Garden" Mrs. Maynard
meet at seven o'cloail the
horne Ragsdale "ism in charge of the
Circle 1 of the .Woman's Its- of Miss Vivian Hale for a visite_
--awassae-Fseellety-ed-tite-Fwet
letefowlefie --•rse -vrina-1
Choosing the Right Accessories"
tist Church net in the home cd han the
,group will meet at the
was the subject of the interesting
Km ft. L. Seaford on Tuesday home of Mrs Rubin Jan es.
lesson presentee by Mrs Bryan
• • • •
JEROME PIE, 19, is shaken by
afternoon at two-thirty (o'clock.
Overcast, project leader.
sobs in Milwaukee, Wis., folThe program consisted of the I The Murray M.-af.ctu nag
Eleven members and four visi- lowing a game of 'RUllairsn rou-bent- service, -preyere-nreenorr,
tors-Mrs. Bill Dodson, Mrs. Sam lette" In which sin pal, Albert
by Mrt R. E. BraUsa: and talks
Hudgins. Mn. Nolan Adorns and Grein, aloe 19, was shot through
by Mrs. Ira Fox. Mra R W
Mrs. Milburn Outland-were pres- the heart and killed, This trag.
Churchill, Mrs. 0. C. Wells and
ent The visitors were added to silly took plane In the Piet home.
Mrs. A. B. Lassiter.
the membership roll of the club. The ninth spelt of the enaenner,
Following the business sesSisn
Die club was glad to have Mrs. which canalised ors .32-caliber
after the program. the eleven
(Pnaersietiosoai
R L. Cooper present after an ab- bullet, was fatal.
members enjoyed the social hour
sence
and delicious refreshments were
The next meeting will be held clock All members are urged ii
served by' the hostess.
In the home of Mrs W A Ladd. be present and minors are wer
• • • •
Jr. on April 12 at one-thirty o'. come.
If you like an sided feast mop
dampen the mop wen a inixtur,
of three parts kerosene and on:.
d,part, paraffin oil. Lel; Me
-stand at least 24 hours before using so the oil will penetrate and
won't affect floor finishes
•••
Mr and Mrs Adolphus wfbb o'f' for their baby girl born at the
St. Lennie Mo, have been visiting Murray Hospital Monday, March
relatives and friends in Murray 8 The baby weighed seven pounds
and the county Mr Webb is with one ounee.
•
the protection force of one of the
plants there and Mrs Webb is in „ Mr and Mrs. Cecil Elbert Thurthe nursing field.
mond of Murray Route Two anWednesday & Thursday
• • • •
nounce the birth of a sOci bdrn at
Monday.
Howpital
•
Double Feature
Murray
the
Roble
Robert
Mrs
and
Mr.
•
& The eaby weighed eight
March
Puryear,
Three.
Route
of
Hughes
"TOBACCO ROAD" and
priundelout ounces and hes been
Tenn, are the parents .,f a son.
I "THE GRAPES OF
Randall Cecil.
named
Rukie Joe weighing six pounds
V
• • •
WRATH"
11 ounces. bore et the Murray
ONLY I TEAR OLD, Joseph Meo
March I
Mr arid Mrs. Ray Browneeld
4 FRIDAY & SATURDAY gives you • toothy grin that in- Hospital Satairdey,
• .• •
and Mr. and Mrs Joe Pat Waid
cludes 15 teeth. and be's cutname
choswere among those attending the
Therese..
1..)rm
is
the
ting a 16th. He also can' winsUa.
"WAR PAINT"
en by Mr and Mrs Donald Wayne Kentucky-LSU basketball game 'n
Seven teeth at his age ts quite
in Pathe Color with
Young. College Station. Murray. Nashvitie, Tenn.. Tuesday night.
a few, doctors say. 'Joseph is son
- Robert Stack
of Corlo sine Pauline Meo at
Chicano,
fstyrenesand/

'Hostess For
Of Circle I Of W:dS'
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tteaSting Meat—An Easy Guide

PARTY BACKS HIM FOR CONGRESS
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"Fashionata" Will Be
Presented On Friday
By The Woman's Club
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— FRIDAY and SATURDAY —
UAMINO HAPPINESS, James Roosevelt (left), 415-year-old eldest
son of Use late FDR, receives congratulations after being endorsed as the party's congressional candidate by the California
26th District Democratic council. Shaking his hand le Ralph
Richardson, who also was a candidate for endorsement Roosevelt, who made an Impassioned plea but without direct mention
of les strife's suit against him, won the majority vote of some 170
delegates. District includes west side Los Angeles.. efroternotsoria“
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kept you laughing continuously for 30 minutes
rung his personal appearance Monday—Returns to
the screen with
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Where Sweet Corn
Reaches Its
Sweetest Flavor
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RIDE OF ILLINOIS
COUNTRY GENTLEMAN WRITE SWEET CORN

1he very special sweetness and flavor of tlf&corn
grown in a small section of central Illinois, has
made it nationally famous. Rushed, tender and fresh,
from field to cannery, that corn comes to you as the
Pride of Illinois. Serve it any way you will,
this pearly Country Gentleman white sweet corn
is supremely delicious -most economical.
Get several cans today. Serve it hot as it comes from
the can -or, as fritters-chowder-bakedin a pudding. Or try this delicious recipe.

8 diamond bridal duo
the Set $125.00

MUSCLE Of PADDY DimAiitc0, new world I
-vows" 15-year-old George Veit of NewArk,
flexes it In New Ynre,

_
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TNE FAVORITE IN OIXIELANO FOR OVER 74 YEARS
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Mrs. Mettle Heath, 23

Here & Yonder
News

VD Not Just
Two.Letters
OfAlphabet

EXTORTION PLOT GOES AWRY

Donald P. Heath, 23
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MARCH 3, 1954
Hello again,
Well. March has arrived with
very beautiful, sun shiny weather,
and not too cold.
I'm always sorry to hear of
people being sick. Here is my
sick list for this week. Mrs. Orville
Fulcher and little Larry Morns,
the little son Of Mr. and Mrs.
Elmus Morris,' also Mr. Brown
Martin of. Murray have been sick.
Uncle Math Wrye and Goldie Hicks
are among the sick. I hope everyone is soon well.
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Self and
Clara and Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Self and children, Pearl and - BilL
visited Mrs. Mary Collins and
ate dinner with her Sunday. Her
afternoon callers 'ere her sons,
Mr. James Collins and family and
Mr. Bert Collins and family.
Everyone. had a nice time.
Mrs. Bessie Kelly has pneumonia. I hope she is soon well again.
Mr. Elmus Morris was lpyed cff
from his job in East Alton. Ill.,
so he ,and his wife and their
two children moved back to their
home, here in Calloway County.
Mi. Morris got a job in Murray
as soon as, hc got here..
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Self and
children visited,Mrs. Elmus Morris
and children for a little while
Saturday. Then Mr. and Mrs. Self
and children and their little niece,
Rosmary Morris, went to see Mrs.
0. J. Fulcher, to see how she was,
as she is in bed sick. Mrs. Fulcher
is Mrs. Self's Mother.

'

,

•

YOUNG MARRIED COUPLE, Donald and Matte) Heath, are in a
k of trouble in Pasadena. Calif., accused of attempting to ex$10,001) from Rudolph W. Caspers, board chairman of the
tual Savings and Loan company. (ewers was ordered, under
alty of death, to drop a package containing the $10,000 at a
1g-flared suot. A dummy package was dropped instead, and
law swooped down when the Heaths showed up to get it.
lee Heaths feud bad luck had beset them and they needed money
I. support their children.
(International Souniipholos)
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FINAL NOTICE
ounty taxes became delinquent on March
1 and will be advertised next week. Anywho has not paid their taxes is urged
to do so at once so that further expense
be saved.

*gham Futrell, Sheriff
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KIDS LOVE ITS
CREAM-ENRICHED
FLAVOR

ilinois, has

I fresh,
flu as the

:urn

()mical.

Women everywhere join

3mes from

Mrs. Eernadine Takac s of
St. Louis in telling us what a delicious

recipe.

‘.difference cream makeseWhen they bother to
write unsolicited letters, you can be sure it's true.
DISTRIBUTED BY:

4 YEARS

R
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Cooking in liffitid —An Easy *Ate
STEPS TO

Potter,

1. brown meet on ell slew ht tree illst
or lord, when lleitruitit.
2. &men with salt sled peppier.

Crapshooting Gra
Must Pay Uncle Sugar

3. Cove, with liaokf,*PM WS% Mak'
Wow boll11sg point searteeder.
4. Aid viscpesehlw lee ler; eftesolti
hefor•serving *be wee*
CUTS 10 USE
BEEF: Neck, Shank, Heel of SMOKED PORK:
Nog. Pltige.
Round, Plate, Brisket, Short Ribs, Shoulder Hatt.
Corned Beef, Stew Meat.
LAMB: Shanks, Sew Mai
VEAL: Neck, Breast, Shoulder, VARIETY MEATS:
West. KidStew Meat.,
ney,lbw.Ender,Sweatbrostk.
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Have You Read Today's Classifieds

Stock Up on Nylons that Really FITI

'Self-Employed'-

20% OFF
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March 13th thro hfireEiedt

Regular $1.65 60 Gauge, IS Dewier ....•.• #11-311
_ Regular $1.35 51 Gaup,I!_k, „Denier ...a.
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Its your onee-a-year eltanee to take advautege 0/11141011 *PIRO
values . . . to stock up on the nylone that fit- we hellatallIMIK
Make your legs look leveller, eft leaser

we*',

Mem Me

IOW

has its own propel-thins at the toot, ankle, rah% 'Wag
and in length. Buy them for yourself and for solo

Of ale

SINS

Ils.111eicab.

nt shorts, mediums and lenge.

NATIONAL STORES
CORPORATION

f

Mourn Will Hays

"el

•

INVITE IKE TO JEWISH TERCENTENARY

North Fork
News

TLITIMIPacch,7
"
e"4
ENGEN
AOSION

P LOCATES the Marshall islands, where H-bomb tests are rerted underway. The inset shows Eniwetok atoll, the main base.
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By DELOS SMITH
United Press Science Editor
NEW YORK 1115 — Three public health organizations joined today in expressing alarm because
the federal government seems to
believe the "miracle -drugs" have
made VD_ just two letters out of
the alphabet:
It isn't so, said the top officers
of the Association of State and Territnriateffeatttr Officers, the- American Sociel Hygiene Associatien,
and the American Venereal Disease Association,
They were roused to publicize
the eepidemiclogical facts" because
the proposed fiscal 196.5 federal
budget contains only $2,500,000 for
VD control, a reduction .of 76
per 'cent since fiscal year, 1953.
facts, they sane are as
follows:,
1. Even a single case of syphilis or gonorrhea or any other infectious disease is a "reservoir"
of syphilis wet e undetected last
PRESIDENT DWIGHT 3. EISENHOWER receives a silver medal, struck 50
year and annually' there were
years ago, from Ralph E. Samuel of New York, chairman of the Ameri'inore than 1,000.000 new gonorrhea
can Jewish Tercentenary Committee. The President was invited to a
cases.
dinner to be held In New York on Sept. 12 to mark the 300th anniversary of Jewish participation in American tile. New York Supreme
2 There are 'pockets of resistCourt Justice Edgar J. Nathan Jr., member of the delegation attendonce" to VD control scattered
ing the White House ceremony, is a'descendant of one of the first 23
those
around ' the country; in
Jews who settled in Manhattan. '
(international Soundphoto)
i"pockt:ts," VD is "hiehly prevalent," and only with federal gee-.
lernment aid can they be located
and eradicated.
3. Despite dramatic decreases
for the country as, a Whole, VD
actually increased in a third of
Mrs.' Allen Martin and her three
the states Lest year.
youngeet children of Galveston.
WA INGTON 115 — Crap-shootmust pay income tax
4. The costs of VD control can't Texas, surprised her mother-in-law ing
winnings even if they are
be rediseed in proportion to tbe and step-father-in-law, Mr. and on th
Mrs. 'Willis Danniel of Murray, serving in a combat zone during
reductions in incidence because
Friday. When she and the chil- a war, the Internal Revenue servthe costs of finding the individual
dren drove in to see them. Mrs. ice said today.
"reservoirs" increase as the "resDanniel had
never seen
her
It announced compromise of a
ervoirs" become fewer.
youngest grendchild before, so she $1.106 claim against John Flask,
"It should always be kept in was very surprised and glad to day laborer, 19 Wick Ave., Youngsmind that the venereal diseasee are see them all. Mrs. Martin and the town, Ohio, for $287.
spread by sexual promiscuity," three children left fa theft home
He had failed to pay income tax
Mrs.
Martin's
eldest
they said, "that sexually prunes- ..%),Ienday.
cuoue persons are apt to repeat daughter didn't come as she was Ion $7.350 he won while serving in
:the Army in France and Germlitty
these characteristic habit patterns, attending School in Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. Toby Runyon and l in 1944-45. Flask said his officers
and that antibiotic thereapy gives
pay
Ellinitillry to renewed infections. children of Last Alton. Ill., visited had told him he didn't have to
of .1.14...euuutr
he
SO*or this
reason, constant vigilance With 'tits parehts, Mt. • end Mrs.
Other tax eompremises announcmust be maintained against the Ken Runeon, Sunday.
ed today included:
poseible outbreak of sporadic loMr. Luther McCuiston is taking
calized .epidemics stemming from
The late William B. Strickler,
a two weeks vacation in Florida.
a relatively small number of inWell Kids, school will soon be Baltimore, Md., and his widow,
dividuals who, because of cultural
out. I know most of you are hpp. Mrs. Irene •Strickler—claim. $97..r eeoesenic l,. I, are-L
/ pro—
pily waitina for that day. mine 161 for 1943-44-48; settlement, e301111SCUotis."
testified at her
tare, I know, so they can sleep is 000. Mrs. Strickler
The figures on "resevoirs" of .late as they please. Althougn be- husband's tax evasion trial in 1918
CITIZEN Harry S. Truman, who
•she had salted astray large
syphilis covered only the primary fore school starts again, they will t7ire
now carries a Social Security card
and secondary stages when the dia. be just anxious for the day to sums at their home without his
If-employed "writer, lee.
owledge. Ha
&'"thpB31
_
stoat lit Actual—again.—
•••••.-10.- Asiloatious. It then passes,end farmer," totes his own
A IDLin 1. f
•• ,
If untreated, into a "Lawn s age,
ay. •-•-a
bag as he arrives In New York to
Gem to crop up 3,ezirs later to
appear on a television program.
Joseph Hospodar, descrioed as a
blindness: insenity, and
cause
The former President sponsored
numbers racketeer of 418 W. 29th
death. The organizations eatimatthe amendment covering self-emSt. Hazleton, Pa.—claim, $0,799;
ed there were over 2.000,000 "laployed persons. (International)
settlement, $3.062.
teet"
found
treated,
and
should be

l

. and Mrs. Rudolph W. (...ispers at home after their ''oecape."

AND TIMES, 111DERAY;KENTUCKY—

MAR. 10, 1954
Mr. Cooper Jones is improving
after having an operation to remove a goiter List Thursday, in a
Memphis Hospital. -He Was in the
operating room for six hours.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Wicker
and daughter -of Paducah and
Mr. and Mrs. It. D. Key spent
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Key. Mr. and Mrs. Otthel Paschall
and Mr. Arlin Peschall visited them
in the alternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
spent Saturday night with Mr.
and Mrs. R. D. Key.
Mrs. Tell Orr, Mrs. Jack Key
end Mrs. Oman Paschall visited
Mrs. R. D. Key Thursday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Othel Paschall
visited Mrs. Clara Wicker and
son, Ancil. Sunday afternoon.
Glynn Morris Orr is recovering
from the mumps5 and has a very
Witt HAYS (abcae), the Indiana
sore throat. Dr. Miller was called
lawyer who v.as elected Repub.Saturday morning.
liren national chairman at 38 In
Mr. and Mrs. George Jenkins
le18 and a (oft years later beliopped in Paris, Friday;
caine "czar" of llollyeood as
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr visited
head of its self-censorship seeMr. and Mrs. George Jenkins',
ti.m, is' dead at 74 In Sullivan,
Sunday.
Ind. Ile Is credited with estabBrother Harold Lassiter, Brother
lieeng standards of good taste
Cross and Mt. and Mrs. Coy Orr
In the film Industry which pulled
were the dinner guests of Mr.
Hollywood out of the scandals of
and Mrs. Bardon Nance, Sunday
the 1920*.
(international,/
Mr. and , Mrs. Ralph Kennedy
mid son veited Mr. and Mrs. Tell
Orr Suriciey.
Mode from choice
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke
vegetable crill penclson., Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon
arid
ed with fat.fiew
Morris and son. Mr. and Mrs.
milli, cream, and
• Oman *Paschall, Mrs. Milford Orr
enriched with 15,000
units of Vitamin A
and Mrs. Gloris Jenkins and sons
visited Mrs: Ella Morris and Zipera
Sunday.
Mr. Jim Kuykendoll spent Friday night with Mrs. Ella Morris
and Saturday night with Mr. and
Mrs. Oman Paschall...
Max Pascholl celebrated his 18th
birthday Stinsiay with a dime's
given for him, at his home. The
guest., included. Ted and. Bobby
Name. Barbara Key, Gels Orr.
Linda Kay Orr, Wallace Lassiter.
David Pickard, 'Mr. Jim Pickard,
and Mrs. Hazel Tinsley and sons.
Mr. arid Mrs. Maburn. Key and
son visited Mr. and Mrs. Clerris
T1A
Wilson, Sunday.
• SWOON Nig,
v a
✓ C Oar
Mr. end Mrs. Author Jackson
1+
attended church at North Fork
Sunday night. We're glad to have
them and welcome them back and
711. nsInne viettnee rinetime
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(Isn't this why more people want—and buy—
Chevrolets than any other car?)

What you want most
Chevrolet gives you first
See how Chevrolet stays ahead of other low-priced cars hiall
the things that mean the most to you. See how much Wu Chenfrolet
Costs you—it's the lowest-priced line of them all. Come on in
and let us show you how you con have the things you want end
be a good many dollars ahead with o new Chevrolet.
That's promising a lot, but we welcome the chant* to prove itl

OUT AHEAD

with that bigger,
Chevrolet
and leading
Only
lower look.
higher-priced cars have Body by fisher
with that big, smooth, low-slung look.

OUT AHEAD

with zippy, thrifty
Powerglide. It s the first and most advanced automatic transmission in the
low-price field. Acceleration is instantly
responsive and as smooth as silk. Optional on all models at extra cost.

OUT AHEAD

with the highestcompression overhead valve engines.
Chevrolet's great engines have the
highest compression ratio of any leading
low-priced car.

OUT AHEAD with bigger brakes.
Chevrolet brakes are largest in the lowprice field for smoother, safer stops!
SYMI101.
Of
SAYINGS

10111*
CHEVROLET/

Of

OUT AHEAD with the, onsos ait
solid big-car ride. Chevretat's the only
low-priced car with Unitised Knesr-Action
—one reason for its Aner road-wectottiing,
road-hugging ride.

OUT AHEAD with eWaselek pewter
cartrels. Chevrolet is 04 Arst lovritstrati
co7_to bring you oil UNI latirsiOlOgnatic
power features end commis et roes*
cost oofiaos. (

PORTER MOTOR COMPANY
Murray,

Kentucki

• ..
•••••

w•-••

••

•
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THE LEDGER
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while lecturing to American Wom- goes Into
their work. It is astound- say, *you'll like
Jack hem a reg.
en's clubs, a group often cartoon- ing
to see a man of atsolutely ular fellow and
you'll love Mary
ed as simple-minded and ovi,r- dazzling
intelligence about some- she•s• a good egg?' ".
dressed.
thinelike oil pumping or coal
A suave and scholarly gentle- mining who
Cooke looked honestly puzzled
is simply an ape outman, Cooke became famous in side his
at this desire among men to be
fteld."
•
England during World War II for
He paused, sipped his .
.- .rangeade regarded as one of the' gang, a
his weekly broadcasts on life in reflective
quality he said was not so evident
ly, and went on:
the United States. Recently he be"A strong hangover Porn the :irnong American women who get
came well known here as master American
pioneer days is the Am- behind conununity art preects,
trj
of ceremonies on the erudite "Om- erican male's
By ELIZABETH TOOMEY
suspicion that arts to improve their own knowledge
United Tree, Staff Correspondent nibus" television program
are sissy, and better left to wom- of cultural subjects and
further
NEW YORE
man needs
their children's art eductitot),
"It is a well known h'storical en.
more tact to compliment A womcliche that the arts of life, had
"An educated American woman
"If. I had an artistic idea that I
an's intelligence than to praise her
to be left to the American woman is much more of
an original than wanted to put across, I would ask
beauty.
in pioneer days," he began, then an educated
American man. It women to do it, Cooke concluded.
This can be traced to a girl's
paused and, with a frankness evi- seems to ine that
men—and very "Men have a terrible tencency to
basic guide for social success: Let
dent in all his- commer.ts, said,
form a committee to make a study.
him think he's smarter.
"please write down v..twt I say afteo the schoiafs—are cut out
of a certain cloth, much more of Nothing ever gets done that way."
Such mental modesty on the part exactly. I often find myse,f quoted
an, assembly line article.
of American women is a snare so—so blowsily."
"Why_ is it that an American
and a delusion, Alistair Cooke
This 13 a comment guaranteed man's idea of a compliment is to
claims, though not in those exact
to irritate an Interviewer, if it
words.
is any comfort to the men who are
He finds women in this country about to get the full blast of
—he grew up in England and la,er Cooke's scorn, but he manages to
became an American citizen—far make his most biting comments in
more alert and informed than the a kindly tone.
men on such subjects as art, music
"We are long past the pioneer
and literatu. What's more, he stage.", he continued. "yet the incame to most of his conclusions telligence of American men still
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18TH HOLE LANDING TOO TOUGH FOR
NAVY PILOT

- Household Hints:

MORIN IN THREE Ng chunks,• U. S. Navy fighter plane Iles where It made
the "19th hole" and a
few more on the 18th fairway of a Sewickley Heights, Pa.,
golf course, near Pittsburgh. The pilot,
Lt. John Pint of Batavia, Ill,, was pulled out safely. Said he,
"I ran out nf gas_ Don't know how
anybody can play golf on this course when I can't even land
on it." (international Soutulpholo)

Transparent tape is a sewing
aid. If pattern instructiGns call
for slashing the material when you
insert a pocket or put in a raglantype sleeve, tape the area to be .
slashed, Cut through the tape,
stitch, then remove. This way, the
(abrics - won't fray.
• • • •
Remove the transparent ,cover
from a lamp shade before using it.
The material has a tendancy to
shrink with heat from the light
bulb and. will warp the shade. The
cover also reduces inc amount of
light.
• • .

fan
rvl
hot

OU
net
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protect delicate curtains in a
washing machine by basting them
into muslin bags.

SPli
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urs

PARKER'S FOOD MARKET

ARMS CACHE AND 2 CUBANS SEIZED

et-

HIGH QUALITY

COURTEOUS SERVICE
•

Free Parking

Fresh Pork
ROAST

e'

Picnic Style

LOW PRICES
South Fifth Street

M

Pure Pork
SAUSAGE

AA Choice 1
Round or Sirloin
STEAK

i IJ

39c lb.
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69c lb.
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large all meat
35c lb.
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Big Brother Orange — Innen (fIleese Loaf
1,••••••(3..)1......twee menage demo
Juice
111••••.,d
ienspnea sole

NANO Ma (top, left). 34, and Roberto Oscar Acevedo (top, right),

ktentiflad as Cubans, are questioned at a New York police station
after seizure of a large cache of arms and ammunition In a desertedlookIng store to Manhattan. The men were said to be opposed to the
Government of President rulgencio Batista of Cuba, according
to
pollee. The arsenal Included nine eases with three anti-tank
guns In
each, ave eases of hand mmades, one ease of Garand rifles and a
large
stack of eases of arrsnuRtior_ Below, Police Commissi
oner Francis
W. H. Adams (left) and IA. John Boyle survey
the deadly arsenal.

•

WORK AND RELAX IN INDO-CHINA

$.e.

large 46 oz. can
25c

No. 2% can
39c

i
e rtn'
your free copy

Cempony,

Can

Foe cootcated babies

I weepeen peepeweil
ennown1
I twp(7 ea. eon)goon
1/2 orp clioppedleeeery
I / nip aliepopecipioneenee

2 Tall Cans
25e

"solve gelatin in boiling water. Chill
until thickened
about 20 minutes). Add remaining ingreclieat
a. Spoon
into quart mold. Chill until nrm (about
2 hours). Us'
mild by dipping ist hot water for •
few seconds, and
serve on platter lined with salad greens_
Garnish with
Noe and green olives, radish now and carrot
curls.

Big Brother Bartlett
Pears

ualtv Tall

eARAZION ANA' Chum Salmon 29(

1••••1. ••••••••

1/)tapp heal.,...ter
1/deop
t wee
I um 10.41,1•••••1 Carnations
feepeoncia 114.114
1 cep we*.

High

....••••••••••••

Mairs 6 it rVIVI.6)

12 Size Can

Grated Tuna

95c

q 1'V,
tad <1
aa)6(

•q.L..
canfrej
111.11

MY IATIST RECIPE BOOKLET food for
go Mom liskao. Dept. 05-153, C.ansehes
Aseide• a&

HIM 01

441•5411
"
41

Stokely's Country Gentleman

Large Bunches Fresh

95
we

GREEN ONIONS

.

10c

CORN, 2 No. 303 cans

STOKELY'S

35c

FINEST

Niblet's Brand

CORN, 12 oz. can

Florida Seedless

GRAPEFRUIT, 80 size, 4 for

ser
—i
•

• 25c

Red Petted

PIE CHERRIES 2 cans

39c

19c

PEAS, 2 No. 2 cans .

25c

20c
68c
•

Bagwell's Pure Apple

79c
PUSS'N BOOTS

CRISPY CRACKERS, 1 lb. box
N.m.. ION
MO.

P711 at
;o
11.1 anti

large 46-oz. can
29c

Sunshine

Fresh Home Grown
Turnip Greens
lb. 15c

Delmonte
No. 2' 2
can
39c

Ira I(...ts a, I•comny)

MEXICORN, 12 oz. can
WESSON OIL, quart
JELLY, 5 lb. jar

Early June

TOMATO JUICE

Niblet's Brand

:

BRLARIE

25c

LBLIFEBUFOYugrIS
3kr 25c

CAT FOOD
3 cans

— _a

RINSO
Oats owe mar* the I

LA104
Sin

dr--iy I
14C

MEN
GO FOR

DETERGENT

30c

lift—RAI4415W

NEW, WITH PURALIN

RINSO
Oats eel

LIFEBUOY
t: 2 bars 2.)e

more dist)

,A104

SIZE

tIOU(

'1 -!NEW BATH SIZE
1,, Lux

NO-R

1,11 2 bArs 25c

SURF 11

Bared tea the

ewe!

ii

SKILLE0 TECHNICIANS of the U.S. Air Force
are servicing era IT,
taming bombers and cargo planes flown to
the French from 1..7!
States bases in Japan and the Philippines to aid
the defense of 1r, .
China against the Vietminh Communist rebels At
top, an American
crew la at wart On the engines of•
plane at the Do Son air base. Below,
U S. Alt Force men catch up on their reading
during a lunch hour
break. Main job of Out Americans—non-co
mbatants—is to keep all
aircraft in axing Condition.
(NBC photos from International)

1g size 30c
'T\?

,
(1p
iel

BEEF
STEW

Can
39c

SILVER DUST

LUX FLAXES1

Cannon MI CLOTH

with C010114112511ENER

32e

larg•

Box

DIAMOND

PAPER
NAPKINS
2 boxes

29c
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Milo anti hititOp clump tei Lice* tor r.verett Laue to get another d
"YOU trying to say
got silico- theiriptcnic. Shelly sat with ner tor, some specialist in Indust,
sis?" Evans demanded of Talboy. back against a tree. Craig lay on medicine.
"No, I'm not ready to say that. the downward slope, his hands
"I thought you'd made a NU
But you are asking tor it. And it clasped under Ms head. Donald ex- of that," Shelly demurred, e.
plored the fascinations ot the pas- caret pA to speak in an offhk
I could, I d
tire
you
trum
your
job
tone.
the plant. Evans. You're a bad ture.
_
„risk. ano now you re making bad
"Of the induktrIal attention
Craig pulled one leg upward so
risho of the men ander you."
that at bent at the knee and nis the laws-yes-but, I don't se
Evans gut to Ms teeL "Oa, toot rested flat upon the ground. able to reach the men."
"But-"
yeah!" he blustered. 'Why, I vs "I don't know, Shelly," he said,
He smiled a little. "My Intent',
never been inclit a day an my bite!" thinking about the sad old people
Craig rose, too. "Tnat's not inuelfi lie flail just left, "we think we are are ot the best. But l'in not g
to boast about. It only means you'll going towards progress. There are ting anywhere. What as need
take it haider when sickness comes all the labor-saving devices to give a way to force the men to use
to
people more leisure, but what use safety devices and provisien Ts
"You'""You'rere not
go
to scare me do we make of that leisure? We the plant here. A man WhO
dot tors struggle to prolong !de- (acts silicosis after refusal
into using your
machined',
Doe,"
Evans assured hull, and swaggered but why! To spend added years at the aluminum dust which toe
• Allentown? When housewives used vide should not be allowed
out.
That sort of thing bothered to put Granny behind the kitchen for compensation by law, let
Craig. There should be a way .. . stove and worked around her in a get it."
"Hut he can?"
but, no, tti•re shouldn't, either. cheerful, steaming mess of wash"Sure. Say that big og,
Hid not want to be torced to do tub are baking day, weren't bath
picks up a virus next w
anything against hut own judge- ot them happier ?"
ment, mistaken or otherwise.
"You worry about too many can't seem to get over
bronchitis--Pe'll demand the
Still, an employer
should
things,"
be
Shelly
able
protested
"And
And get it."
to discharge a "dangerous" work- you make them
all
ysnir
worries."
"1 don't think he should.'
man. He should be made to disHe turned toward her, propping
-There are those who awes
charge him -pint as he could be his head on his hand and elbow.
e made to clean up • tire hazard.
"Why not? So many things keep the same way. Not only
matter ot aluminum dust,
Craig debated these things one kicking me in the eihinsthe use ot other safety
' Saturday afternoon when he nad
"But, Craig, one man can't carry
men who won't wear as
suggested to Shelly that they drive the problems at the world!"
glee, or use other types
out into the country,
take
a
"He
picnic
can
try!"
said
ths
dark
man
rators."
lunch along. He had to go see an grimly.
-Why don't they (Ire
Old lady in the nursing home
at
Thenlie
laughed
at
himself,
and
who won't comply with the
Allentown -it was a warm spring
whistled Donald beak to them.
Why doesn't E. J. fire
day .
"Shelly," said Craig, "why do
Wouldn't he. at your as 50
"Too warm," she laughed.
always spend my time with you
"I might tell you to a•-dt
"Hot as the hinges,- tre agreed
sounding off in my best stve-the- that. Shelly."
cheert silly.
world veln 7"
"lie wouldn't answer rna.lie
It was
a
rarely
gay
mood
for
She looked at him in Surprise. look at me pityingly,
and nip./ti
Craig as Shelly knew him, and
"Don't you do It with everyone?" along.
Girls
can't
timleleg!at
they started out in a true
picnic
"I
do
not."
things ot this sort.'"
spirit. And then, quite soon, he be"Wl- et do you talk about to
Craig
chuckled.
"I
cant
came absorbed in his worried talk
other-people?"
stand 'eui, either. All 1 it
about 'the plant workers. So abA spark In his eye recognized that it a pretty hard
to fire
sorbed that when they passed the
the last minute choice of the final under our present
laws, rev
'
driveway
into
the
Walsh
property,
word. "I don't do much talking at and so on."
Craig did
not
l
ty
the
girl
in
the
all.
1 h..t them talk.,
"You mean, they'd strike if,
car winch cern
slowly
between
"But
you
.
.
."
"That's one weapon, of emirs
the gates. Shel
w her: andmost
She waited, her pretty
lips I mean the company is tied as
certainly Eleanor saw Craig
and
parted.
He
laughed.
"You
nave a and toot. The bigger the compf:
his companion ...
good ltne." ne told her.
the more ropes.
About
all they a
Shelly resisted an urge to turn
"It is not a line!"
do is to make the plant as sat:
and look back, instead, she lilted
"Not in any deliberate sense," possible, and then
try to sell
her pretty chin, and touched 'her
he agreed quickly. "But just the program
to the men."
fingers to the smoothness of her
same, you are a talented listener.
For a time ne was silent. lien,
hair which
she
had
drawn
tightly
You
sit there-"
waited.
back tram her face-a is Myra"Don't you dare call me a doll'
"That's where my failure
letting it cluster in small,
bobbing
Not
again"
Shelly'," he said softly. "The
curls at the back of her head Her
"1 wasn't going to. By this time pany has
a better chance of lei,
dress was yellow, as simple as •
1
know
you
are
not
one."
ing its health and safety pr sew
• schoolgirl a. And what was wrong
''All right then. Say what you it it provides the
men with a 40S
with
her going on a picnic? began."
tor they trust."
Though, of course, she knew What
lie lay back ag4tn, and mkt his
A little wind wet the mails(
was ''wrong." Her own motives
forearrn-aeroftseyes. -Let's see grass into deeper w•ves, rustle
were Innocent: this evening she -I said you
were a talented listen• the leaves overhead, and lay
co.
Would write
Stephen
all
about
it
Cr.
You
are!
You
sit quietly inter- upon Shelly's bare arms and be
He'd be glad that she and Craig ested, and
listen. Now and then, throat. "But the men should
true
bad had a picnic. As
for
Eleanor
you
make
a
thoughtful
comment
in
you, Craig."
a voice as soft and thrilling as the
"The only thing that matters
The nursing home had used to touch ot • woman's
fingers against that they don't_ Some of ern.
the County Poor Farm,and, Uke a man's cheek."
• --Not that Armes thing a
most institutions of its sort, it now
Shelly said nothing Panic beat
"I'm not sure what their r
was leased to some private person in her
breast: she wlahed tie are. Probably something pe
who, for the amount of their state wouldn't ... She hoped he
wouldn t to them."
pension checks, housed and cared
..
"You have something in nded.
for the
Lonely
old
folk.
Stephen
had
He
did
not.
After
a
itlence
of
"Nut
really.
But
I
supposS
Made medical care to this placs'
..Perhaps fire minutes, ne organ to find out-it I stick
around." vriti
,
one of his charities; Craig had ear- talk again, quietly, of ms
difficul"You
promised
Stephen
ned on tor him.
ties with Bob Evans and the other would stick around."
- ,
-Craig stopped to visit it now, men at the plant. He called
this
-1 said I'd try. am trying
and when he had emshed, they evidence ot his own failure
at the
Their eyes met and held.
drove on and selected • certain plant He was about ready to tell
(To Be Continued/
Copyright. MI. • by Cliretbet h Seifert. Lestributed 55 Ktne reveres Seediest.
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11-IE LEDGER AND TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

, At Peak Freshness••• Bursting with

I

LAVOR and VALUE!
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Everything under control! That's the way we pamper our fruits and vegetables so they reach
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If your food bills are taxing your budget to the
breaking point . . come shop at AtsP!
You'll find budget-stretchers galore! Fine meats,
fresh vegetables, dairy products. canned goods
... everything you enjoy for delicious, nutritious
meals . . . and all at purse-pampering prices.
It all adds up to a sound deduction ... the best
way to stay out of the red is to shop at your
A&P all year 'round'
come save ... at ASP!
Come see
CUSTOMER RELATIONS DEPARTMENT
ASP Food Stores .
420 Lexincon Avenue. New York 177.NrY.
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fresh

PUERTO RICAN

Yellow Onions 3 lb 10c Sweet Yams
19c PASCAL CELERY
Yellow Corn

1 oc
19c

POUND

• e bag

FRESH FANCY QUALITY

LARGE

2LARGE EARS

ANN
E

Cabbage

4
'lieed
PAY Fo°4
.
I3e EXPenCl

Tomato
Soup
4"4/Sei6 35c

Meat Pies ,

lime -

2

!Odors

-7
\
49c
$1.00
89c

chicken, beef turkey 3 ll'a -os PHs

pies

Una Stokely honor brand. 3 ?-oz
DiSh41T-

Lima Beans
Orange Juice

19c

Scotch Maid fordhook 14-oz. pkg.
treesweet 114 gold 2 4-oz.

Tangerine Juice

29t

cans

,211t
vb., rad
immomires.2 2 ...5

Radishes

Round red. crisp. tender R-Ot cello bag

10c

crisp ('alifornia, 1-lb. cello bag

• 10c

Carrots

10c
Endive Lettuce
well bleached
pound bag
2 heads 25c
Lettuce
Jumbo 48 size. Iceberg
29cNew Potatoes Florida Red
5 lbs
1 Oc
Onion Sets
lb
u S No 1 Yellow
Bananas
large fruit 2 lbs. 29c
Golden Ripe
,„,549c
Apples
ognesap or red delicious 4-1b. pliofilm
Grapefruit i Duncan 54 size 3 for 2.5e) 8-1b. mesh bag 39c
49c
Oranges
Florida '174 size. dos 29e) 8-lb. mesh bag
Pineapple

Fresh iJumbo II size) case 12.79 ea.35C

LeM0110

15c
10c

Mustard or Turnip Greens, pound
Green Onions
Neu Norma large hum h

DRIED FRUITS and NUTS c

Raisins

9

and p

a

15-01.

seedless

Pkgs.

29C

35c
Peaches
12-oz. cello bag
Sugar drop evaporated
29c
Prunes
super drop begs 00-N) aloe 11-eor bag
39c
Peanuts
excel! Nleginia blanched I -lb. cello hag
Peanuts Spanish salted i 8-oz. bag 19c1 1 -lb. cello bag 35c
4-9c
Cashew Nuts 6-oz. bag 27e1 12-oz, cello bag -_
Pop Corn . Regale witite so yellow, 241• *AU bag 29c

U•
A
Jt
it
Ju
11

lif
In

mum I .1)1)%it

C.

c

Mee label

lb box

?Sr

giant

ROUND or SIRLOIN STEAK
ROUND or SIRLOIN STEAK
PORTERHOUSE
PORTERHOUSE
OR T-BONE
STEAK

OR T-BONE

Cut From
Heavy Steer Beef
Cut From
Heavy Calves
Cut From Heavy

Blade Cut From

or spaghetti
1-011-

esssapileziss

Fresh Frozen
H & H Whiting
(10-lb. box $1.39)
99c Fried Fish Sticks
4 fishermen. 18-oz. pkg. 49c_
cleaned. 12 es. oks
Ocean Perch,..., Flab i fresh f n pan ready, lb. 35c
green (5-lb twos 13391 lb 69c
19c
Pollock Fillets
Fresh Frozen pan ready lb.
Jelin treeen. 111-et. pkg.59c

%he

Calla

16 ow

Kidney Beans

Oa.

lona Peaches
Pears
Hone

It -or.

Black Pepper

sian

Sauerkraut
A A
Pork & Be ns.ultana
Tomato Juice

OLEOMARGARINE jr: 29c

Beets
Corn

29c

cat, 25C
49c
24-os. cans
2-os

4-ox can 45e

Iona Unpeeled Halves

GOOD LUCK

49c

2S-oz. can

Bartlett

Ann Page

Apricots

23c

cans

sliced or halves 2 illtoa. cans
u.et

2

19-oz

P Fancy

ean

Whole or Cot

10c

19-or, can

10c

14-es. ran
•

leass cream style,

white or golden

10c
10c

16-oz. can
Iona

29e

quart jar

19c TOMATOES 2

Joan of Are 2 14-oz

It-es.

Can

10c

Apple Sauce
Jelly Eggs

; Oil
r

16-oz.
cans
2 16-oz

A&P Fancy

Chum Salmon -rerfect Strike
Whitehouse Milk Evaporated
Dexo Shortenin"Purr Vegetable

cans

2-lb. bag

Delicious Cantle

35c
39c

cans

35c

4 14' r -oz. cans

49c

can

75c

16-oz

Woman* Day A&P magazine. March
8 O'Clock Coffee Mild and mellow

3 lb

issue, still only
1 -lb

Luscious, tender rhubarb, rcrsy-pink and
luicy, makes a delectable filling for this
oven -fresh, flakycrusted pie!

7C

dant

Karl
Lek,
flahi
Ing
Cr
Porto
'Nett

)

Ft

Large
8" Size

Apple-Raisin

Dew
"fair

ICER
wheel
toda;
dent
noon

Other Jane Parker Values!
Spanish Bar Cake Iced and spiced each 29c
Coffee Cake
White Bred

So

mer

Rhubarb Pie

25C

•it,.

•'ii

Ibc

or

arier,

Peas, Green Beans or

Sweet of Natural Grapefruit
46-oz.
WICE
can

57c

dos

Thrifty!

Peeled Shrimp
Fresh Shrimp_ medium
Breaded Shrimp
Cap'.

SWEET MIXED PICKLES, dandy

en%

lb.

Heavy Steer Beef

pkg

OCEAN FISH

grade a large

75c
79c
heem.
2-lb. loaf
Food
(
49c
pound
89c
Kraft% ( heese Fodd. 7-lb loaf
lb pkg 29c
.American processed cheese
89c
gallon
•
All Flavors

lb.

Steer Beef

Heavy Calves

CHUCK ROAST

'Th
1/1,

sunnyfield. 93 wore iswept cream) 1-lb chi

Blade Cut From

CHUCK ROAST

LB.

lb.

Heavy Calves

STEAK

Delicious

59'
59e
lb.79e Sunny:brook Eggs
lb.69e Butter
Ched-O-Bit ,meriran
Cheddar Cheese
89e Mild
Velveeta
Mel-O-Bit
lb.35e Ice
Cream
43e
Tempting... 2 lb. 29e
Tasty...

Cut From

large Mit

giant

Cheese

HEAVY CALVES

isaart

large

49c

California 439 size (dos. 2Se) 2 &seen

A & P SUPER RIGHT CHOICE QUALITY

35c 69c
Wesson Oil
20c
Karo Syrup
39c
Argo Gloss Starch 3
49c
Gerbers
69c
Joy Liquid Detergent
29c
Ivory flakes
69c
28c
Ivory Snow
25c
Palmolive Soap .7. 3
Swan Soap ..," 2 27c
lie
Red Cross
27c
2
Dial Soap
41c
Swifts Meats • ...: 2
15c
Pard Dog Foodcan
69c
Blue Cheer .7 29c
25c
Spic & Span Cleaner
Qxydol Detergent:29c rip.:" 69c
lehialsped 2 Pas

dittana

Strawberries

Strawberry Preserves
Page ? lb }at 59c
Grape Jelly tan Page pare 24-os glass 29c
Prepared Spaghetti,.„4„
Macaroni Ann Page reg or elbow I lb pkg 19c

bobs food

mesh bags49C

Excellent bakers. 111-lb

Nr-v---FROZEN A:kW

Made of red-ripe tomatoes
with just-right seasonings;
eemery butter added.
-er
Bright beginner for a Lenten dinner.

pint

5c

pound

Nen Green Heads

Idaho Potatoes

7 os

9'.

sold

1.29

g
)
5a
lb t;ii(i13
o
;
61
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WHITE MAINE--GOOD KEEPERS

POTATOES

Budjet Taxed'

Cire

aftern
The

delivered

vegetables are the best buys in town-for hard-to-copy flavor at hard-to-beat prices!

Host
Of(
Ust C

fresh .. .

because every step of the way they've been constantly guarded. That's why our fresh fruits and

ing

" the
of Li
alone
eat
en'
cal a
come
the p
will
&ord.
Spr
coats,
be tr
oreha
stage
clusi%
menu

harvested

you at the peak of flavor-freshness! They're

cii h

Jane Parker, 20-or loaf

29c

40 Is
Sahli
with
east.

Hii
Tav

7C

99c

pkg

Reath

lb. pkg 39c
Our Own Tea
OAR than lc a cup i
41c
2 1 -lb. ctas
Sure Good Oleomargarine
25c
Daily Dog Food
Diet 1 & 2 )t 16-trz. cans

Sava*?
Porry
Johni
Scott.

Etutnt
INS GREAT AttANTIC S PACIFTC 11A COMPANY

Kent,
Kent,
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